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Brand New Book. How human language evolved from the need for social communication The
origins of human language remain hotly debated. Despite growing appreciation of cognitive and
neural continuity between humans and other animals, an evolutionary account of human
language--in its modern form--remains as elusive as ever. The Social Origins of Language provides
a novel perspective on this question and charts a new path toward its resolution. In the lead essay,
Robert Seyfarth and Dorothy Cheney draw on their decades-long pioneering research on monkeys
and baboons in the wild to show how primates use vocalizations to modulate social dynamics. They
argue that key elements of human language emerged from the need to decipher and encode
complex social interactions. In other words, social communication is the biological foundation upon
which evolution built more complex language. Seyfarth and Cheney s argument serves as a
jumping-off point for responses by John McWhorter, Ljiljana Progovac, Jennifer E. Arnold,
Christopher I. Petkov and Benjamin Wilson, and Peter Godfrey-Smith, each of whom draw on their
respective expertise in linguistics, neuroscience, philosophy, and psychology. Michael Platt provides
an introduction, Seyfarth and Cheney a concluding essay....
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This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am
going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estr ella  Howe DV M-- Estr ella  Howe DV M

This ebook is amazing. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at time. You may like how the author compose this ebook.
-- Nikko B a shir ia n-- Nikko B a shir ia n
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